
SECTION-A
Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 

15 parts.  (15x2=30)
Q.1 a) Define part program.
 b) What is APT?
 c) Convert 121 of decimal into binary.
 d) Define manual data input.
 e) What is the purpose of G90 code?
 f) Define byte?
 g) What is GODLTA?
 h) Define a point in APT by Cartesian 

coordinates.
 i) Which axes are used in lathe and why?
 j) Give the difference in G00 and G01.
 k) What function in APT is used for drilling a 

through hole?
 l) Define incremental coordinates.
 m) What are the symbols/notations used for 

rotory axes?
 n) Define zero offset.
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Q.5 Write the description of NC words used
Q.6 Explain the difference of tap cycle and peck drill 

cycle with diagram and example.
Q.7 Write program in APT for following part, S=800 

rpm and F=20m/min. Give finishing cut only.
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 vii) Explain the function of G03 code and M03 
code.

 viii) Describe how will you decidezero datum 
point in lathe work?

 ix) Differentiate between modal and non-
modal codes. Give example.

 x) What are the post processor statement? 
Explain.

 xi) Write methods to define a CIRCLE in APT.
 xii) What is the largest offset method for tool 

offset?
 xiii) How “part-zero” can be different from 

“machine-zero”?
 xiv) Explain any two auxiliary statements in 

APT?
 xv) Show the diagram explaining motion 

statements in APT.

SECTION-C 
Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30
Q.3 Describe three geometric definitions in APT.
Q.4 Write a simple part program for following part of 

step cut and finishing cut:
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 o) Define a line in APT by a point and tangent 
to circle.

 p) Define standardised fixed cycle.
 q) What is miscellaneous function?
 r) How block number is given in CNC 

program?

SECTION-B 
Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 

parts   10x4=40
Q.2 i) Describe with example, the word address 

format programming. 
 ii)  Explain the method of giving I, J, K 

dimensions with example.
 iii) Write the method of giving “drive surface” in 

APT.
 iv) Write a simple manual program for 

following diagram.

 v) Explain the basic drill canned cycle with 
example and diagram.

 vi) Describe the difference between do-loop 
and subroutines.
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